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ABSTRACT
Craft beer has gained popularity and evolved into an immense industry in recent
years. The number of breweries in the United States has increased from 1,460 in 2006
to over 5,300 in 2016 (“Number of breweries and brewpubs in U.S.,” n.d.). There are
more breweries now than at any other time in U.S. history. The influx of breweries has
contributed to increased participation in craft beer consumption and beer tourism.
Plummer, Telfer, Hashimoto, and Summers (2005) define beer tourism as “visitation to
breweries, beer festivals and beer shows for which beer tasting and experiencing the
attributes of a beer region are the prime motivating factors for visitors” (p. 449). The
resurgence of beer and especially craft beer in America has led to increased interest in
the industry. There are reports and information on beer consumers, however, there is a
dearth of literature on brewery visitors. A necessary first step in researching beer
tourism is to obtain an initial understanding of beer tourists, in this study, brewery
visitors. Additional data on brewery visitor motivations can help guide craft brewery
management and marketing to increase repeat visitors. Craft breweries can benefit
from the efficiency that additional knowledge of their customers’ preferences would
bring. This study aims to explore the people who visit Kentucky craft breweries to
identify brewery visitors and their motivations. To do this, researchers administered an
on-site questionnaire to Kentucky brewery visitors. Only surveys from visitors that live
outside the city or county in which the brewery was located were used for this study.
Survey participants answered demographic questions and were asked to rate their level
of agreement, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree, with Likert-style
statements on motivation and experience preferences. There were 302 surveys
completed, and results suggest Kentucky brewery visitors as primarily male, white, welleducated, having a high yearly income, and an average age of 33 years old. Visitors are
motivated to visit breweries to try new beer, to experience Kentucky beer, to buy beer,
and to be with friends and family. Further, participants plan on sampling beer and
purchasing beer beyond sampling while at a brewery. Visitors are also likely to visit a
brewery with friends and family. Therefore, breweries need to offer several avenues for
v

social interaction such as trivia, game nights, or live music. Based on findings in this
study, breweries should also offer a variety of seasonal and local beer. While white
males with higher incomes make up most brewery visitors and should be a primary
target market, breweries should take steps to attract other consumers to craft beer.
Results indicate breweries have room to increase visitation and diversity by marketing
to women and minorities. As the craft brewery industry considers the future,
information about brewery visitors will help guide brewery management to target
marketing efforts in ways that position the industry for growth and community impact.
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Chapter I

Introduction
The popularity of craft beer has been increasing in recent years. The number of
breweries in the United States has increased from 1,460 in 2006 to over 5,300 in 2016
(“Number of breweries and brewpubs in U.S.,” n.d.). There are more breweries now
than at any other time in U.S. history. This is in stark comparison to the number of
breweries in the late 1970s and early 1980s, when the total number of breweries fell
below 100 (“Number of breweries and brewpubs in U.S.,” n.d.). Before the start of
prohibition in 1920, there were 669 breweries in the U.S., and after prohibition ended in
1933, only 331 breweries were in business (“Number of breweries and brewpubs in
U.S.,” n.d.). The number of breweries continues to fluctuate, although the current trend
indicates an increasing and broadening craft beer market. According to Watson (as cited
in Curtin, 2015, p.61), today there are successful breweries all over the country; they are
no longer concentrated in a small number of regions. Grocery chains such as Kroger are
helping make craft beer available by stocking it on their shelves. Craft breweries made
up almost 99% of all breweries in the U.S. in 2014 (“Number of breweries and brewpubs
in U.S.,” n.d.).
In addition to the number of breweries, overall production and beer sales have
increased in recent years. In 2015, craft beer production increased 13%, and the volume
of craft beer sales increased 12.8% to over 24 million barrels (“National beer sales &
production data,” n.d.). Craft beer represented 12.2% of the beer market in 2015 while
1

the overall beer market generated $105.9 billion, with craft beer bringing in $22.3
billion, a 16% increase in dollar sales (“National beer sales & production data,” n.d.).
While the number of people choosing well-known domestic beer brands has been
decreasing, smaller breweries have seen an increase in consumers and sales. This
increase presents an opportunity for research on this growing and relatively unknown
segment of beer consumers.
Brewery History
People have congregated in breweries and beer pubs throughout history. Before
modern refrigeration was invented, beer was typically consumed locally and within a
few miles of the brewery that produced it. Beer would have a higher chance of spoiling
or producing off-flavors if it was not kept cold or placed in airtight containers. Because
of this, beer was typically served fresh in or near the brewery in which it was produced.
When prohibition ended, there was a period of consolidation and scaling up in the beer
brewing industry. Many small, independently owned breweries were purchased by
larger breweries. "From 1947 to 2000, the number of independent, commercial U.S.
beer companies decreased from four hundred twenty-one to just twenty-four" (Heying,
2010, p. 61). In the brewing industry, it became clear that producers needed to increase
their holdings by eliminating competitors and increasing production. If not, they would
be outsold by competitors with larger production volumes and deep marketing budgets.
This lead to a period where five breweries produced up to 85% of all the beer in America
(Acitelli, 2013). Consolidations still happen in the brewing industry, "by 2000, only four
companies controlled 96 percent of the domestic beer market: Anheuser-Busch, 54
2

percent; Miller, 23 percent; Coors, 13 percent; and 6 percent for Pabst" (Heying, 2010,
p. 62). Two companies, AB InBev (Anheuser-Busch) and MillerCoors, made up 75% of
the beer industry in the U. S. as of 2012 (Demeter Group, 2013). These large breweries
produced beer that was similar in flavor, much different than the selection of beer that
was commonplace in America's breweries before prohibition. Lite beer, it was thought,
was more likely to be consumed by both men and women due being lower in calories
and making the consumer feel less full. Mega breweries started to create beer, such as
Miller Lite, to be marketed to both sexes. Miller Lite had huge success and Miller
became the second largest brewer in 1977, up from eighth in 1970 (Heying, 2010).
Miller Lite was so successful that other large breweries started making their own
versions of lite beer.
Beer such as Miller, Coors, and Budweiser became extremely popular and were a
household favorite thanks in part to the convenience of bottled and canned beer that
could be bought at the grocery store. Beer drinkers no longer needed to stop by the
brewery or a bar on the way home from work. Big beer brands had wide distribution
and took up much of the valuable grocery and liquor store shelf space. This made it
increasingly difficult for the smaller breweries to compete. However, after years of the
same breweries and beers dominating the U.S beer market, market demand started to
shift. People started home brewing and experimenting with different beer styles they
had experienced, mostly from international travel (Acitelli, 2013).
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Craft Beer Gaining Popularity
While there are different labels for craft breweries in the beer industry, the
Brewers Association has created its own definition pertaining to craft brewing. The craft
brewer is small and produces six million barrels of beer or less. Craft breweries are
independent if the brewery is owned or controlled by less than 25% by an alcoholic
beverage industry member that is not a craft brewer itself. Craft brewers are also
traditional in the sense that traditional or innovative brewing ingredients and
fermentation are used for much of the alcoholic beer volume produced. Some concepts
related to craft beer are that it is innovative, distinctive, and able to interpret historic
styles with unique twists (“Craft brewer defined,” n.d.).
Beer consumption has fluctuated in recent years. While overall beer production
decreased 0.2% in 2015, craft beer production increased by 13% (“National beer sales &
production data,” n.d.). According to Watson (as cited in Curtin, 2015, p. 61), “successful
breweries are all over the map.” Breweries are no longer concentrated in a small
number of regions in the country. Grocery chains are helping by stocking craft beer on
their shelves. According to a report by the Demeter Group (2013), the craft beer
industry is the fastest growing segment of the beer industry, it has seen a 13% growth in
2011-2012, and five craft brands rank in the top ten fastest growing brands.
Culinary tourism
Tourism involving beer and breweries falls under the larger tourism segment of
culinary tourism. Culinary tourism encompasses many offshoots of food and beverage
tourism. These can be further segmented between specific foods and beverages.
4

Included among beverage tourism are markets around which tea, wine, spirits, sake and
beer are centered. Most research on alcohol beverage tourism comes from the spirit
and wine industries. Numerous studies on bourbon, whiskey, and wine drinkers have
been conducted (e.g. see Getz, 2000; Hall, 2000; Kornstein & Luckett, 2014; McBoyle,
1996), however, research on beer tourism is lacking in the beverage tourism literature
even as the beer tourism market continues to grow. Beer tourism is defined by
Plummer, Telfer, Hashimoto, and Summers (2005, p. 449) as “visitation to breweries,
beer festivals and beer shows for which beer tasting and experiencing the attributes of a
beer region are the prime motivating factors for visitors.” In the tourism industry, visitor
profiles and motivations for visiting attractions help organizations develop management
and marketing strategies. Craft breweries can benefit from the efficiency that additional
knowledge of their customers’ preferences would bring.
There is ample tourism research related to wineries and distilleries but not for
breweries. Visitor profiles and motivations of participants in the wine (Getz, 2000; Hall,
2000) and spirits (Kornstein & Luckett, 2014; McBoyle, 1996) industry are welldocumented. The emergence of craft beer consumption and tourism in recent years has
highlighted the need to develop brewery visitor profiles and increase knowledge related
to the beer tourist.
People have various motivations to visit breweries such as: beer consumption, to
be educated on the brewing process, social events, to have a unique sensory
experience, or many other reasons. Motivations for participating in certain types of
tourism provide insight into industry and marketing opportunities, and the brewery
5

market is no different. However, brewery research, being relatively new, has some basis
in previous beverage studies. Most alcohol beverage research has been conducted on
wine. According to (Macionis, 1997), motivations for visiting Australian wineries are: to
taste, buy, and be educated about wine, to enjoy a day out and the scenery, and to
meet the winemaker. Findings based on research by Hall (2000) suggest that winery
visitor profiles that include wine drinker motivations could lead to increased marketing
efficiency, perhaps increasing sales. Similarly, the author believes studying and
identifying brewery visitor profiles could help beer sales and marketing efficiency as
well. Research on North Carolina brewery visitors by Kraftchick, Byrd, Canziani and
Gladwell (2014) found four main factors that motivate people to visit a brewery in North
Carolina: enjoyment, socializing, the craft brewery experience, and beer consumption.
These appealing attributes draw in people to visit. The North Carolina study provides
some insight into the types of experiences visitors want in a brewery, however, the
study was focused in one state.
Further analysis of brewery visitors across the U.S. could improve knowledge of
the craft brewery visitor. Furnari (2015, final para.) writes about a Nielsen poll that
found “61 percent of respondents said they would purchase more of a craft brewers’
products after visiting the brewery.” This suggests breweries could increase sales by
attracting visitors on-site to the brewery. Brewery management can use this type of
information to provide the experiences that are desired by craft brewery visitors.
It is important to identify target markets and aspects of a business that will
satisfy customers and create repeat visitation. While such information is known in the
6

bourbon and wine industries about their visitors, the information is lacking in the beer
industry, especially in Kentucky. This information can provide operations and managers
with the knowledge to increase marketing and experience efforts so investments are
prudent. This study, focused in Kentucky, hopes to solicit more information similar to
the visitor profile made by Plummer et al. (2005) and to help brewery managers
continue providing experiences that will gain repeat customers. This study will examine
visitors’ motivations for visiting craft breweries and develop a visitor profile based on
demographic and visitation data.
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Chapter II

Literature Review
Over time beer, wine, and liquor have become common drinks paired with food,
and certain beverages and drinks became associated with specific regions and locations.
Few studies have been conducted on craft beer consumers, and even fewer studies exist
on visitors to Kentucky breweries. The dearth of information about brewery visitors is a
current issue in the craft beer sector. Increasing information about visitors can have the
potential to increase brewery efficiency and marketing by helping to identify target
audiences for their marketing.
This chapter will introduce alcohol tourism as an aspect of culinary tourism. Craft
brewery research will be examined and studies and findings on craft beer drinkers will
be outlined. Due to a lack of information on craft brewery visitors, a discussion of
similarities to the wine tourism industry is included. Winery visitors and wine tourists
are better documented and researched in the alcoholic beverage industry, therefore
providing foundations for craft beer research. While there is data on the craft beer
consumer, little information is known about brewery visitors. This study looks to provide
a better understanding of brewery visitors by examining who is visiting breweries and
their motivations for visiting, thus creating a craft brewery visitor profile.
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Culinary Tourism
Culinary tourism is a fast growing tourism sector that “emphasizes unique foods
and dishes from the culture of the host region” (Green & Doughtery, 2009, p. 148). A
Mandala Research (2013) report states that 131 million Americans (77% of all leisure
travelers) “can be classified as culinary travelers, having participated in the specified
culinary actives within the past three years.” Culinary tourists spend more money on
trips than mass tourism travelers, and they seek out unique cultural experiences
through tasting local food and beverages from the places they visit (MacDonald &
Deneault, 2001). Croce and Perri (2011) say food and wine tourists come into contact
with the culture of a host community as well as enjoy a gastronomic experience when
tasting a product where it is produced. A segment of culinary tourism, beverage
tourism, includes drinks for which a region is known or to which people travel to taste.
Visitors can tour the grounds and facilities to see the production and manufacturing of
beverages. Researching beverage tourism can help give tourism operators a better
understanding of visitor motivations and the visitors participating in these types of
tourism.
Alcohol Tourism
In many countries, there are regions that are known for their production of
specific alcoholic beverages. There are geographical regions where alcohol tourism
takes place in the United States. Napa Valley in California is renowned for its vineyards
and wineries. Wine tourism is an industry with numerous studies conducted on winery
visitors all over the world. Hall (2000) explain that wine tourists are usually middle-aged
9

(30-50), from the winery region, and have a moderate to high income. The state of
Tennessee in the United States is known for producing whiskey, and each year many
people attend distillery tours and tastings as part of their tourism activities. Bourbon, a
whiskey that historically has been produced in Kentucky, is a major tourism draw for the
state. In 1999, the Kentucky Bourbon Trail formed to help educate visitors about
bourbon (“History,” n.d.). A report of the economic and fiscal impacts of the bourbon
industry in Kentucky from 2011-2014 found: visitors on the Bourbon Trail earned an
average household income of $95,800, were an average age of 49, and 73% of
respondents said visiting the Bourbon Trail was the main reason for visiting Kentucky
(Kornstein & Luckett, 2014). While this study places importance on brewery visitors, it is
also important to know background information about the craft beer consumer.
Beer Consumers
People, especially those aged 21-34, are more willing to pay higher prices for
craft beer, and Schuhmacher (2014) says more expensive beers have sold well in the
past few years. This highlights changes in the average person’s beer consumption.
Mintel (2015), a market intelligence agency, reports 83% of craft beer drinkers consume
non-craft beer as well. Craft beer is associated with casual rather than formal events
among U.S. beer drinkers. Mintel (2015) found most consumers are willing to spend
more on craft beer than on non-craft. Only 17% of women and 29% of U.S. men drink
craft beer, and craft beer is most consumed by 25 to 34 year-old individuals. Domestic
beer is preferred by 22 to 24 year-old individuals, and craft beer drinkers are less likely
to drink for the purpose of getting drunk. Mintel (2015) also reports that 53% of all craft
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drinkers consume to relax, and a higher percentage (63%) of 22 to 44 year-old
individuals drink to relax, and while many craft drinkers partake with friends or loved
ones, almost one in three drink alone. Most craft drinkers (51%) prefer to drink at home
rather than at a bar or restaurant. Craft drinkers place style and flavor as priorities when
choosing beer, and drinkers aged 21-34 are likely to try beers they have never had and
to take recommendations from friends and store employees (Mintel, 2015).
Craft breweries do not necessarily have to compete against domestic breweries
for consumers. Derek Selznick, executive director of the Kentucky Guild of Brewers, says
“Craft beer drinkers typically don’t have a single beer they always buy, as with
Budweiser or Coors drinkers. Rather, they appreciate the variety of styles. They mix six
packs at the store.” (as cited in Think Kentucky, 2016).
Beer Tourism
Plummer et al. (2005) define beer tourism as “visitation to breweries, beer
festivals and beer shows for which beer tasting and experiencing the attributes of a beer
region are the prime motivating factors for visitors” (p. 449). In recent years, craft beer
has gained popularity and evolved into an immense industry. In 2015, the total number
of breweries in the United States reached an all-time high of 4,144, a number not seen
since the late 1800s (“The Year in Beer,” 2015), and of the 5,301 breweries in 2016,
5,234 are craft breweries (“Number of breweries and brewpubs in U.S.,” n.d.). The influx
of breweries has contributed to increased participation in craft beer consumption and
beer tourism. While brewery visitors are not the only segment of beer tourists, studying
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those who visit breweries and their motivations could help give a better indication of
how to attract more beer drinkers to breweries.

Brewery Visitors
Breweries attract visitors that want to taste the finished product and also
through the desire for a full sensory experience, much like wineries. However, while at a
brewery, there are other ways to include one’s senses. One of the first senses that a
brewery invokes is sight. Upon entering, many breweries have a bar or seating area that
shows the social aspect of where visitors meet and socialize. Visitors see common bar
and brewery items such as taps, glasses, stools. The sounds of the taproom, the clinking
of glasses, bottles being opened, pouring beer, talking, and entertainment, are evident.
People can taste and smell the final beer product as well as the smells from the brewing
process. In the taproom, the sense of touch can include handling the bottles, glasses,
and cans of beer and the bar and countertop. However, breweries can provide more of
a sensory experience by going behind the scenes with an in-depth view into the
production process. In many breweries, a tour of the facilities is offered, giving visitors a
chance to better understand the process of making beer and help visitors to make a
personal or emotional connection with that specific brewery. These connections can be
made through sensory experiences. Brewery tours give a visual overview of the brewing
process that visitors can see up close. Tour participants see the ingredients, equipment,
process, and final product. The visual appeal of a tour often includes incorporating all or
some of the other senses as well. While on a tour, visitors can smell and taste the
12

ingredients and beer. The aroma of hops, yeasts, and fermenting beer help give a
distinct smell to breweries. Brewery tours can include passing around the grains used in
beer production for visitors to taste. Brewery equipment can be seen and heard such as
beer flowing into cans on a canning line. Because breweries appeal to the senses fully
immersing visitors in the beer product, visitors are provided with a unique experience.
Based on these unique experiences, some travelers may want to consciously
plan trips around alcohol or beer, thus becoming beer tourists. Herz of the Brewers
Association believes “the popularity of beer tourism will only continue to grow, putting
craft beer more on the map.” (Shoup, 2017). Recall that beer tourism is defined as
“visitation to breweries, beer festivals and beer shows for which beer tasting and
experiencing the attributes of a beer region are the prime motivating factors for
visitors” (Plummer et al., 2005, p. 449). Kraftchick et al. (2014) reported 36.7% of North
Carolina brewery visitors were traveling mainly to visit a brewery. Reports by Tourism
British Columbia (Research and Planning, Tourism British Columbia, 2009a) found that
4.5% of vacationing Canadians and 6% of vacationing Americans (Research and Planning,
Tourism British Columbia, 2009b) visited a brewery. Tourism attractions enhance brand
awareness and reveal to visitors the production process, which gives an image of a
quality product (McBoyle, 1996). “Craft breweries often attempt to ingrain themselves
into their local community and represent the history and landscapes of the area through
the label design, logo design, and beer names” (Murray & Kline, 2015, p. 7). Schnell and
Reese (2014) comment on how breweries will use local names, sports teams, local
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legends and stories, local events, wildlife, landmarks and local climate to name their
beers, helping influence brewery visitation and affiliation.
Hall (2000) in researching wine tourists, maintains that a profile of wine drinkers
is needed to understand wine tourism. Similarly, beer tourism could benefit from
profiling beer drinkers.
According to research on Canadian tourists (Research and Planning, Tourism
British Columbia, 2009a), 4.5% of Canadian travelers visited a brewery on their vacation,
and many of the travelers were between 55 and 64 years of age and earned an average
household income of $81,964. Among American travelers visiting Canada, 6% visited a
brewery, and they were likely to be 45 or older, married, have an annual average
income of $89,722, and have no children under 18 living at home (Research and
Planning, Tourism British Columbia, 2009b). However, visiting a brewery was not one of
the main reasons Canadians or Americans were traveling.
Beer tourism takes place in diverse locations around the world, however, limited
research has been conducted on brewery visitors. Plummer et al. (2005) studied data
over 3 years from the six breweries on the Waterloo-Wellington Ale Trail in Ontario,
Canada, and found a majority of visitors were male, accompanied by one or more
people, and heard about the brewery by word of mouth. Findings by Kraftchick et al.
(2014) on North Carolina brewery visitors identified 38% as non-residents, and of those,
36.7% said beer was the main reason for going on a trip. This could suggest that beer
tourism, for some, is not just a side trip or an excursion added on to an existing travel
plan. People are now opting to make vacations centered on beer. Herz (2016) of the
14

Brewers Association says, “Beer tourism is a big deal,” and mentions that in 2014, an
estimated ten million people visited craft breweries. Kraftchick et al. (2014) also found
the majority of brewery visitors (non-residents) were male, were on average 38 years
old, North Carolina residents, almost half were single, well-educated, 72% had obtained
at least a Bachelor’s degree, and 32% earned $40,000-79,999. Once visitors are
identified, businesses can profit from knowing how to persuade these customers to
return.
Attracting Repeat Customers
Breweries need information about their customers to increase repeat visits, as
repeat visitors are valuable because they typically spend more than first-time tourists
and pass along information to others (Dodd, 1999). Repeat visitors to breweries have
the potential to increase marketing for the brewery in addition to spending more money
per person. Dodd (1999) conducted research on attracting repeat visitors to wineries
and comments that although unsatisfactory experiences occur, wineries have the
chance to build positive relationships with their visitors. This can be accomplished by
educating visitors about the wine and wine making process. Customers may develop
brand loyalty through the positive interactions during a winery visit and could continue
to purchase that winery’s product. King and Morris (1998) found that three out of four
Western Australia winery visitors bought wine at the cellar door. Similarly, attracting
visitors to the physical brewery could result in more beer sales. Breweries wanting to
attract repeat visitors could try providing information about beer to visitors. However,
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more may need to be done to attract visitors to breweries not located in busy city
centers or highly populated areas.
Out of the Way Breweries
Breweries not located in prime real estate locations or in remote locations may
have to adjust their plans to attract repeat customers. In remote locations, Dodd (1999)
goes on to say that relationships can be made with (winery) customers by offering
something unique or special. This may lead to a new customer feeling a close
relationship with the wine owner, winery, etc. Breweries can take the same approach.
Breweries located on a beach with a great view of sunsets or with beautiful mountain
vistas can be a draw for some people to visit. Offering unique views that visitors cannot
get in certain settings can motivate people to visit out of the way breweries. Dodd
(1999) also argues that relationship marketing is critical to success in business and can
be used to develop relationships with customers. These breweries can benefit from
understanding who is visiting their facility and why.
Motivations for Visiting Breweries
It is argued by Hall (2000) that motivations between tourism and wine tourism
will be different for people throughout their lives. Beer tourists can echo the
motivations of wine tourists that were examined by Hall (2000) such as the desire to
learn about a product (beer), social aspects of visiting a brewery, the potential health
factors of beer, and desire to purchase the product. The motivations for tourists depend
on many factors, among them being life stages and previous experiences, promotions,
and advertising. Research by Kraftchick et al. (2014) sought to identify primary
16

motivations of brewery visitors in North Carolina. The researchers found that there
were four main motivational factors for tourists to visit a NC brewery: craft brewery
experience, enjoyment, socialization, and beer consumption. Knowledge of brewery
visitor motivations does not exist for beer drinkers or brewery visitors in Kentucky.
Beer in Kentucky
Gibson (2017) states that “Kentucky’s craft brewing industry is growing, with
statewide expansions, new brewery openings, and an overall growth rate of roughly 600
percent over the last five years.” Gibson (2017) also reports there are more than forty
brewers in Kentucky with eleven new breweries having opened in 2016 and more
planned for 2017. The most recent statistics for Kentucky craft beer on the Brewers
Association website are from 2015. As of 2015, Kentucky ranked 46th in the nation with
24 craft breweries or 0.8 breweries for every 100,000 adults age 21 and over (“Craft
beer sales by state,” n.d.). Kentucky ranked 32nd nationally in production with 81,156
barrels of craft beer a year. The economic impact craft breweries had in Kentucky in
2015 was $495 million, a rank of 27th in the nation in this statistic. Nationally, craft beer
added $55.7 billion to the U.S. economy in 2014, which includes the impact from
breweries, wholesalers, retailers, and non-beer purchases such as merchandise and
food (Watson, n.d.). In terms of American beer, the industry grew by 0.2% in 2015 and
the overall beer market accounted for over $105 billion (“National beer sales &
production data,” n.d.). Craft beer nationally saw a 13% increase in production volume
in 2015 (“National beer sales & production data,” n.d.)
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Although Kentucky ranks low on production and other beer production and
distribution statistics, there have been steps and initiatives to combat this. The
Brewgrass Trail, a brewery visitation program in central Kentucky, has the potential to
help increase visitation to this area. Several central Kentucky breweries have joined to
create the trail, which also has a passport that visitors can have stamped at each of the
breweries.
Another way the beer scene in Kentucky could grow is through beer festivals.
Craft beer festivals and special events could motivate visitors to come to the state to
participate in tourism or programmed activities. Increased visitation from these events
could lead to more interest in craft beer, which could have an overall improvement on
Kentucky’s brewing industry.
Justification
Currently, there is no research available about Kentucky craft brewery visitors
and their motivations. In Kentucky’s emerging craft beer market, there is a need for indepth study of the preferences of brewery visitors. Those in the craft beer industry and
craft brewers could find this data useful to help the business of local beer. Breweries
can use visitor profiles to specify marketing segments and market more efficiently, thus
potentially attracting new customers. Data collected will give an indication of who is
visiting breweries and motivations for visiting. Providing a favorable visitor experience
for non-locals is important to gaining repeat customers, increasing sales and marketing
efficiency.
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Information on brewery visitors is currently not available in Kentucky and due to
the growing number of breweries (“Craft beer sales by state,” n.d.), more research is
needed to help develop more viable businesses by guiding brewery marketing and
management decisions. This study, focused on Kentucky breweries, will provide
information similar to the visitor profile put forth by Plummer et al. (2005) and will help
managers identify experiences that will gain repeat customers.
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Chapter III

Methods
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study is to identify brewery visitors, their motivations, and planned
experiences in order to create a profile of Kentucky brewery visitors.
Objectives and Hypotheses
Objective 1 - To identify motivating factors leading to brewery visitation by nonresidents
H1a - There is a statistical difference between the mean responses of males and females
on motivation statements.
H2a - There is a statistical difference between the mean responses of age groups on
motivation statements.
Objective 2 - To identify visitors’ planned experiences when visiting breweries
H2a - There is a statistical difference between the mean responses of males and females
on planned brewery experiences.
H2b - There is a statistical difference between the mean responses of age groups on
planned brewery experiences.
Site Description
This study took place in Kentucky breweries in multiple sites across Kentucky. All
twenty-one Kentucky breweries were identified to take part in the study, but due to
weather, availability during the time frame of the study, and availability of survey staff,
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not all breweries were included in the sampling process. Data was collected at fourteen
Kentucky breweries that are in diverse geographic locales from the north and west of
the state to the central Bluegrass Region. Breweries are in cities ranging from the state’s
two largest cities, Lexington and Louisville, to a city with a population of less than
10,000 (Paris, KY).
Five Lexington, Kentucky breweries, Alltech Lexington, Blue Stallion, Country
Boy, Ethereal, and West Sixth, were used in this study. Alltech’s Lexington Brewery
launched its first beer in 2000, and it has a tasting room/gift shop for visitors to use after
brewery/distillery tours. Blue Stallion Brewery opened in 2012 and focuses on brewing
German lagers and British ales. It has a taproom that offers a casual environment with
available leisure activities. Country Boy Brewing Co. opened in 2012 and has a taproom
that offers 12 Country Boy taps and 12 seasonal or guest taps. Ethereal Brewing opened
in 2014 and concentrates on brewing Belgian farmhouse and American craft beers. The
taproom has ample seating and encompasses a large outdoor patio area. West Sixth
Brewing opened in 2011 and offers a taproom and beer garden with alternating taps.
West Sixth emphasizes offering local beer and protecting the environment.
There were three Louisville, Kentucky breweries utilized in this study: Against the
Grain, Goodwood, and Great Flood. Against the Grain Brewery and Smokehouse
launched in 2011 and contains a brewery, restaurant, and bar. Against the Grain
Brewery focuses on brewing many innovative beers. Goodwood Brewing opened in
2015 and has a small taproom. All Goodwood beers are wood-aged on poplar, oak, ash,
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and other woods. Great Flood opened in 2014 and focuses on brewing innovative and
fresh craft beer.
Two breweries were in the central Kentucky region. Rooster Brew, located in
Paris, Kentucky, is the first microbrewery to open in Paris. The Wrigley Taproom and
Eatery opened in 2015 in Corbin, Kentucky, intending to start a brewery. The Wrigley
Taproom has a bar with a locally sourced food menu.
Western Kentucky has two breweries, White Squirrel Brewery and Dry Ground
Brewing Company. White Squirrel Brewery was founded in 2012 and is in Bowling
Green, Kentucky. White Squirrel locally sources ingredients to brew beer when possible
and has an attached restaurant. Dry Ground Brewing Company is in Paducah, Kentucky,
and is Paducah’s first craft brewery. Dry Ground opened in 2014 and has 10 house
brewed beers on tap with 28 total taps.
The northern Kentucky region also had two breweries that were included in this
study, Braxton Brewing Company and Ei8ht Ball Brewing. Braxton is in Covington,
Kentucky and opened in 2015. Braxton’s taproom is modeled after a garage and has an
open floor plan. Ei8ht Ball Brewing is in Newport, Kentucky in the back of The Party
Source store. In addition to house brews, Ei8ht Ball has a small taproom and offers 48
craft beers on tap.
Study Implementation
The questionnaire (See Appendix A) contained four primary sections and utilized
questions and statements used in various studies (Francioni, 2012; Kraftchick et al.,
2014; Park, Reisinger, & Kang, 2008; Plummer et al., 2005). The section statements were
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adapted as needed to reflect the geographic location, Kentucky, of the study, such as
“To experience Kentucky beer.” The second survey question “What is your favorite type
of beer to drink?” was used to initiate conversation and help the survey participant to
relax.
Section one contained twenty statements regarding the purchasing of local
foods. Participants were asked to gauge their agreement or disagreement with each of
the statements using a five-point Likert scale “Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree.”
Section two contained twelve questions associated with visitor motivations “Why did
you visit this brewery?” and four questions about planned activities “What do you plan
to participate in while at this brewery?” Participants were asked to gauge their
agreement or disagreement with each of the statements using a five-point Likert scale
“Strongly Agree” to “Strongly Disagree.” Section three contained questions regarding
demographic information of the participants, economic impact variables, and a question
to identify which Kentucky breweries they planned to visit in the next year. Section four
contained twenty-one statements regarding the activities of visitors to the brewery and
community. The five point Likert scale was again used to gauge agreement or
disagreement with each of these statements and has been used in previous wine and
beer studies (See Rivera, Jr., Chandler, & Winslow, 2010; Kraftchick et al., 2014).
Responses
The 302 returned visitor surveys were taken from a pre-existing data set
(n=1071) of brewery patron surveys. Surveys answered by residents that lived in the city
or county where the brewery was located were not used in this study. Only survey
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responses from non-local visitors from outside the city or county in which the brewery
was located were used. This study used convenience sampling as a data collection
method as anyone 18 years old and older were identified as available to participate in
the study.
Data Collection
Survey respondents were solicited on-site at various breweries in Kentucky. Only
breweries that have a taproom and/or visitor seating area were asked to participate. All
twenty-one Kentucky breweries met this criterion, but only fourteen were included in
this study. Brewery owners and managers were called and/or emailed to acquire
permission to survey customers. Participants included persons aged 18 and older who
recently visited (outside of brewery, where seating areas are available) or were
currently visiting a brewery in Kentucky. Only data from people that were visitors to the
brewery were utilized for this study. A patron was identified as a visitor if they lived
outside the city or county in which the brewery was located. For this study, no data
from individuals identifying as locals or residents were used. The survey facilitator
approached all visitors that appeared to be 18 years of age and older to solicit for survey
inclusion. While only adults age 21 or older can buy and consume alcohol, many
breweries have seating areas or restaurants attached where persons under age 21 can
sit and socialize. If the respondent said no, the facilitator thanked them for their time
and provided a customary "enjoy your time here at the brewery." Each refusal to
participate was recorded to calculate a response rate. Those agreeing to take the survey
were provided a paper copy of the survey and a pen and asked to return the survey or
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get the facilitator’s attention (flag them down or wave) to come retrieve the completed
survey. Data was collected at various breweries during late spring, summer, and fall of
2015. Lexington breweries were surveyed in the spring and summer due to the
geographical proximity to the facilitator. From August to December of 2015, research
assistants collected surveys at the remaining breweries in the study. Each research
assistant went to one brewery at least two times, once during the week and once on a
weekend day. Each paper survey was then manually entered into Qualtrics (an online
survey management program) to aid in data analysis.
Data Analysis
Data was analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version
23. Basic descriptive and frequency statistics were analyzed to help identify brewery
visitors through common demographic variables. One of the goals of this study is to
identify motivations and experience preferences of visitors. To achieve this, t-tests and
One-Way ANOVAs (Analysis of Variance) were used to identify the relationships
between visitor demographic variables, age, sex, education, race and motivations and
experience preferences of visitors.
Limitations
This study focused on one state, thus limiting the ability to generalize about
breweries in another state. For this study, only data from visitors not living in the
immediate city or county in which the brewery was located was used. The availability of
survey staff also limited data collection, and specific dates and survey locations had to
be selected. Due to limited staff, schedules, and geographic barriers, certain breweries
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were visited more often and on different schedules than others. For example, certain
areas see an influx of college students during the spring and fall so data collected in
these areas would likely be lacking in its representation of the college student
population during the summer. Another potential limitation of the study came about
from asking brewery patrons to identify as visitors or locals/residents. Some
respondents living outside the city and county where the brewery was located but living
near, a suburb for example, expressed that certain questions about economic impact
and traveling did not apply to them. Lastly, some individuals living in the area did not
consider themselves residents. Some did not identify as a local even though they were
living in the city at the time, if only temporarily.
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Chapter IV

Results
This chapter includes analysis and results from the brewery visitor study,
completed in December 2015. The study questionnaire contained visitor motivation
statements, planned activity statements, and common demographic variables. T-tests
and One-way ANOVAs were conducted to identify statistically significant results
between visitor groups.
Visitor Demographics
Visitor information, including demographic variables, was collected to help
identify Kentucky brewery visitors. As noted in Table 1, Against the Grain Brewery in
Louisville, Kentucky, had the most participation (n=49), accounting for 16.4% of all
visitor responses. Ethereal Brewing (n=33), Blue Stallion Brewing (n=32), and West Sixth
Brewing (n=30) had the next highest participation with around 11% of total responses
coming from each of the three breweries. Lexington, Kentucky breweries accounted for
45.1% of completed surveys, and almost a quarter (24.4%) of surveys were completed at
Louisville, Kentucky breweries.
Males represented 59.5% (n=171) of visitors and 40.2% (n=161) of visitors were
female while one respondent (0.3%) did not disclose sex (Table 1). While most
breweries had an equal or higher ratio of males to females, two breweries had more
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female than male respondents; Alltech’s Lexington Brewing Company had four male and
fifteen female respondents answer the survey, and Rooster Brew had two male and four
female respondents.

Table 1
Brewery Visitor Count by Sex

Brewery
Country Boy (Lexington)

Male

Female

Do Not
Disclose

8

7

0

15

Ethereal (Lexington)
Alltech / Town Branch
(Lexington)
West 6th (Lexington)
Blue Stallion (Lexington)

22

11

0

33

4

15

0

19

16

14

0

30

20

12

0

32

Braxton (Northern KY)
Ei8ht Ball (Northern KY)

13

6

0

19

3

0

0

3

Goodwood (Louisville)
Great Flood (Louisville)

6

6

0

12

10

1

0

11

2
4

4
3

0
0

6
7

20

3

1

24

14
0
29
171

14
1
19
116

0
0
0
1

28
1
48
288

Rooster (Paris)
The Wrigley (Corbin)
White Squirrel (Bowling
Green)
Dry Ground (Paducah)
Other:
Against the Grain
Total
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Total

The overall mean age of the entire respondent pool is 33.88 years while the
mean age of males is 35.67 years and females is 31.28 years. A majority, 88.7% (n=267),
of respondents are white, and black/African American was the second highest reported
race at 2.3% (n=7). The white population in Kentucky was 87.8% in the 2010 census, and
the state population of black/African Americans in Kentucky was 7.8% as of 2010
(Kentucky State Data Center, n.d.). The mean annual household income of the entire
respondent pool was $86,229.95, based on 218 responses.
A Bachelor’s Degree was the most reported education level with 40.1% (n=116),
and a Master’s Degree was the second most reported education level with 20.8%
(n=60). The education levels selected least were a Professional Degree with 2.1% (n=6),
trade, tech, or vo-tech school at 3.5% (n=10), and 3.1% (n=9) of visitors had a Medical
Degree (Table 2). More males visited the breweries overall, and more males reported
equal or higher education levels than females except for an Associate’s Degree. Brewery
visitors had higher levels of education attainment than the national average.
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Table 2
Highest Education Level Attained

Male

Female

Do Not
Disclose

9

4

0

13

5
22
7
68
33
3
7
17
171

5
11
11
47
27
3
2
6
116

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

10
33
18
116
60
6
9
23
288

Education Level
High school diploma or
equivalent
Trade, tech, or vo-tech
Some college
Associate's Degree
Bachelor's Degree
Master's Degree
Professional Degree
Medical Degree
Doctoral Degree
Total

Total

On average, there were 3.02 people visiting the brewery with the survey
participant, making the total mean group size 4.02 people. The most reported group size
was two (n=93, 32.7%) and three (n=51, 18%) people (Table 3), not including the survey
respondent.
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Table 3
Visitor Group Size
Group Size

Frequency

Valid
Percent
13.4
32.7
18.0
13.0
8.8
1.8
3.5
1.4
1.1
.7
2.5
1.4
.4
.7
.4
.4
100.0

1
38
2
93
3
51
4
37
5
25
6
5
7
10
8
4
9
3
10
2
11
7
12
4
13
1
21
2
31
1
101
1
Total
284
Missing System
18
Total
302
Note. Group size does not include survey
respondent.
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About 47% (n=139) of respondents stayed overnight on their visit, with 14%
(n=43) staying one night and 10% (n=33) stayed two nights in the community. The mean
distance traveled by brewery visitors was 229.63 miles (one-way) with a standard
deviation of 496.47 miles. The median and mode number of miles traveled was 69.9 and
25, respectfully, and the range for the number of miles traveled one-way was 4,000.
More than three-fourths, 75.2%, of visitors reported that visiting a brewery was not the
main reason for taking a trip.
Respondents visited the brewery location an average of 6.08 times each year.
Each respondent plans to visit the brewery they were at 6.11 times in the next year.
Over 71% (n=193) noted this was their first visit to the brewery, 27.4% (n=83) visit up to
9 times per year, and 20.9% (n=33) visit 10 or more times per year. There were 20
(7.4%) visitors that had first visited the brewery within the last year, 11.8% (n=32) first
visited one year ago, and 9.3% (n=25) had visited earlier than the past year. Each
respondent plans to visit 3.26 different Kentucky breweries in the next year.
In response to the question “How did you hear about this brewery?” 47%
(n=116) of respondents said from a friend, family member, or coworker, while 9%
(n=22) found out about the brewery online (Google, internet, online, web), 7% (n=18)
reported word of mouth, and 4.5% (n=11) reported learning about the brewery from
their school, class, or professor.
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Motivation Statements
Recall a five-point Likert-style scale (1=strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree) was
used in the survey to measure agreement with motivation statements (Table 4). A mean
score of 2.0 or lower suggests agreement or strong agreement with the motivation
statement on the survey and a mean score of 4.0 or higher would suggest visitors
disagreed or strongly disagreed with the motivation statement.

Motivation Scores
Visitors tended to agree or strongly agree with motivation statements in the
questionnaire. The most agreed with statements were: “It is important for the brewery
to provide a variety of beer types” (M=1.53), “During my travels, I am always interested
in learning something new” (M=1.52), and the most disagreed with statement was “I do
not like to travel” (M=4.26) (Table 4). Respondents disagreed with getting drunk
(M=3.75) as a motivating factor for their visit to a brewery. Visitors agreed that they
enjoy brewery tours (M=1.81), but were unsure or indifferent about participating in a
brewery tour (M=3.04) (3=unsure). Although there was some disagreement with
motivation statements, visitors strongly agreed or agreed with most motivation
statements overall.
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Table 4
Mean Responses to Motivation Statements
What do you plan to participate in while at this
brewery?
I plan to participate in a brewery tour.
I plan to participate in beer sampling.
I plan to purchase beer (beyond sampling).
I plan to purchase food.
Why did you visit this brewery?
To buy beer.
To experience Kentucky beer.
To taste new beer.
To get drunk.
To increase my beer knowledge.
To help bring the family together more.
So I can be with friends/family.
So I can meet people with similar interest.
For food tasting.
To get away for the weekend/day.
To enjoy the entertainment.
To relieve stress.
I enjoy brewery tours.
It important for the brewery to provide a variety of
beer types.
It is important for breweries to provide specialty
beer.
The location of the brewery is important.
I will drive more than an hour to visit a brewery.
I prefer craft beer over big name beer.
I order local craft beer whenever I can.
I enjoy touring beer routes/trails, if available.
Merchandise is important for breweries to offer.
I am at this brewery only to eat at their restaurant.
I do not like to travel.
I enjoy a true local experience (e.g., local culture).
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n

M

SD

292
294
292
291

3.04
2.31
1.80
2.53

1.358
1.310
1.058
1.368

290
294
295
293
294
295
294
294
294
293
294
295
287
286

1.98
1.89
1.75
3.75
2.67
3.33
1.88
2.97
3.47
2.58
2.70
2.37
1.81
1.53*

1.227
1.060
1.013
1.309
1.215
1.364
1.059
1.285
1.252
1.334
1.295
1.273
.882
.673

285

1.64

.707

285
287
284
285
285
286
287
286
286

2.04
2.47
1.84
1.91
2.12
2.76
3.98
4.26*
1.65

.943
1.281
1.024
1.061
1.093
1.152
1.200
1.085
.793

Table 4 (continued).
What do you plan to participate in while at this
n
M
SD
brewery?
During my travels, I am always interested in
287
1.52*
.723
learning something new.
Before traveling, I spend a lot of time searching for
287
2.25
1.121
information of where I am traveling.
I like destinations with a variety of activities and
285
1.72
.778
attractions.
When visiting a new place, I prefer to use tour
288
3.52
1.221
guides.
I like to be close to nature when t raveling on
286
2.38
1.059
leisure trips.
For me, travel means to experience a new and
286
1.83
.915
different lifestyle.
I enjoy adventurous activities.
288
1.72
.861
I consider myself a regular to this brewery.
288
3.61
1.390
Note. Likert Scale for Mean raw scores: 1=strongly agree, 5=strongly disagree.

Independent samples t-tests and one-way ANOVAs were used to test if
statistically significant differences existed between different demographic variables and
responses to motivation statements. Table 5 shows mean responses to motivation
statements by sex.
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Table 5
Mean Responses to Motivation Statements by Sex
Which sex
What do you plan to
best
participate in while at
presents
this brewery?
you?
N
I plan to participate in a
Male
169
brewery tour.
Female
114
I plan to participate in
Male
170
beer sampling.
Female
115
I plan to purchase beer
Male
169
(beyond sampling).
Female
114
I plan to purchase food.
Male
169
Female
113
Why did you visit this
Male
169
brewery? -To buy beer.
Female
113
To experience Kentucky
Male
170
beer.
Female
116
To taste new beer.
Male
170
Female
116
To get drunk.
Male
169
Female
115
To increase my beer
Male
169
knowledge.
Female
116
To help bring the family
Male
170
together more.
Female
116
So I can be with
Male
170
friends/family.
Female
116
So I can meet people
Male
170
with similar interest.
Female
115
For food tasting.
Male
169
Female
116
To get away for the
Male
168
weekend/day.
Female
116
To enjoy the
Male
169
entertainment.
Female
116
To relieve stress.
Male
170
Female
116
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Mean
3.11
3.04
2.32
2.34
1.69
2.01
2.51
2.54
1.78
2.27
1.87
1.94
1.68
1.86
3.74
3.76
2.63
2.77
3.28
3.39
1.95
1.75
2.79
3.18
3.46
3.48
2.69
2.37
2.75
2.58
2.34
2.32

Std.
Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
1.345
.103
1.359
.127
1.304
.100
1.330
.124
.908
.070
1.244
.117
1.355
.104
1.376
.129
1.010
.078
1.433
.135
1.018
.078
1.137
.106
.894
.069
1.141
.106
1.301
.100
1.328
.124
1.179
.091
1.254
.116
1.287
.099
1.449
.135
1.076
.083
.968
.090
1.221
.094
1.322
.123
1.229
.095
1.275
.118
1.304
.101
1.309
.122
1.268
.098
1.286
.119
1.245
.095
1.227
.114

Significant differences in answers occurred when sex (Table 6) and age (Table 7)
were considered. Statistically significant results are significant at p ≤ 0.05 level (Table 5
and Table 6). An independent samples t-test was conducted to see if there was a
statistically significant difference between mean responses of males and females to
motivation statements. It was found that a difference existed in how males and females
responded to motivation statements about planning to purchase beer beyond sampling
and to buy beer.
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Table 6
Independent Samples Test by Sex on Motivation Statements
Table 6 (continued).
Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances
t-test for Equality of Means

What do you plan to
participate in while at
this brewery?
F

Sig.

t

df

I plan to
participate
in a
brewery
tour.

Equal
variances .091 .763 .383 281
assumed
Equal
variances
240.
.382
not
927
assumed
I plan to
Equal
participate variances .713 .399 -.098 283
in beer
assumed
sampling. Equal
variances
241.
-.098
not
468
assumed
I plan to
Equal
9.47
purchase
variances
.002 2.51 281
2
beer
assumed
9
(beyond
Equal
sampling). variances
192.
2.37
not
008
3
assumed

38

95%
Confidence
Interval of
the
Std.
Mean Error Difference
Sig. (2- Differ Differ Low Upp
tailed) ence ence er
er
.702

.063

.164 -.260 .385

.703

.063

.164 -.261 .386

.922

-.016

.159 -.328 .297

.922

-.016

.159 -.329 .298

.012

-.322

.128 -.574 -.070

.019

-.322

.136 -.590 -.054

Table 6 (continued).
Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

What do you plan to
participate in while at
this brewery?
F

Sig.

t

df

I plan to
purchase
food.

Equal
variances .052 .821 -.187 280
assumed
Equal
variances
237.
-.186
not
640
assumed
Why did
Equal
27.0
you visit
variances
.000 3.37 280
05
this
assumed
0
brewery? - Equal
To buy
variances
185.
3.15
beer.
not
160
1
assumed
To
Equal
experience variances .032 .859 -.537 284
Kentucky
assumed
beer.
Equal
variances
228.
-.526
not
720
assumed
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95%
Confidence
Interval of
the
Std.
Mean Error Difference
Sig. (2- Differ Differ Low Upp
tailed) ence ence er
er
.852

-.031

.166 -.357 .295

.852

-.031

.166 -.358 .296

.001

-.490

.146 -.777 -.204

.002

-.490

.156 -.797 -.183

.592

-.069

.129 -.322 .184

.599

-.069

.131 -.328 .190

Table 6 (continued).
Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

What do you plan to
participate in while at
this brewery?
F

Sig.

t
df
To taste
Equal
2.81
new beer. variances
.095 1.53 284
4
assumed
8
Equal
variances
206.
1.47
not
868
0
assumed
To get
Equal
drunk.
variances .025 .874 -.106 282
assumed
Equal
variances
241.
-.106
not
601
assumed
To increase Equal
1.24
my beer
variances
.265 -.960 283
7
knowledge. assumed
Equal
variances
237.
-.949
not
183
assumed

40

95%
Confidence
Interval of
the
Std.
Mean Error Difference
Sig. (2- Differ Differ Low Upp
tailed) ence ence er
er
.125

-.186

.121 -.423 .052

.143

-.186

.126 -.434 .063

.915

-.017

.159 -.329 .295

.916

-.017

.159 -.331 .297

.338

-.140

.146 -.427 .147

.344

-.140

.148 -.431 .151

Table 6 (continued).
Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

What do you plan to
participate in while at
this brewery?
F

Sig.

t

df

To help
bring the
family
together
more.

Equal
5.38
variances
.021 -.683 284
7
assumed
Equal
variances
227.
-.668
not
305
assumed
So I can be Equal
1.63
with
variances .533 .466
284
0
friends/fa assumed
mily.
Equal
variances
1.66 263.
not
3
292
assumed
So I can
Equal
3.40
meet
variances
.066 2.54 283
8
people
assumed
9
with
Equal
similar
variances
231.
2.51
interest.
not
501
0
assumed

41

95%
Confidence
Interval of
the
Std.
Mean Error Difference
Sig. (2- Differ Differ Low Upp
tailed) ence ence er
er
.495

-.111

.163 -.433 .210

.505

-.111

.167 -.440 .217

.104

.203

.124 -.042 .448

.097

.203

.122 -.037 .443

.011

-.388

.152 -.688 -.088

.013

-.388

.155 -.693 -.084

Table 6 (continued).
Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

What do you plan to
participate in while at
this brewery?
F

Sig.

t

df

For food
tasting.

Equal
variances .346 .557 -.180 283
assumed
Equal
variances
241.
-.179
not
326
assumed
To get
Equal
2.02
away for
variances .211 .646
282
8
the
assumed
weekend/d Equal
ay.
variances
2.02 246.
not
7
776
assumed
To enjoy
Equal
1.09
the
variances .098 .754
283
2
entertainm assumed
ent.
Equal
variances
1.08 244.
not
9
942
assumed

42

95%
Confidence
Interval of
the
Std.
Mean Error Difference
Sig. (2- Differ Differ Low Upp
tailed) ence ence er
er
.857

-.027

.150 -.323 .269

.858

-.027

.152 -.326 .271

.043

.320

.158

.009 .630

.044

.320

.158

.009 .631

.276

.168

.154 -.135 .471

.277

.168

.154 -.136 .472

Table 6 (continued).
Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

What do you plan to
participate in while at
this brewery?
F
To relieve
stress.

Sig.

t

df

Equal
variances .163 .686 .110 284
assumed
Equal
variances
249.
.110
not
484
assumed

95%
Confidence
Interval of
the
Std.
Mean Error Difference
Sig. (2- Differ Differ Low Upp
tailed) ence ence er
er
.913

.016

.149 -.277 .310

.913

.016

.149 -.276 .309

A one-way Anova (Table 7) was conducted to see if there was a statistical
difference between the mean responses of age groups to motivation statements. To run
an Anova in this study, age was categorized as 18-29 year olds, 30-49, 50-64, and 65 and
older. Results indicate there were statistically significant differences in responses among
different age groups when responding to statements about planning to participate in
beer sampling (p=.048), to get drunk (p=.000), and to enjoy the entertainment (p=.050).
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Table 7
One-Way Analysis of Variance of Visitor Motivations by Age Groups
Table 7 (continued).
What do you plan to participate
in while at this brewery?
I plan to
Between
participate in a
Groups
brewery tour.
Within
Groups
Total
I plan to
Between
participate in beer Groups
sampling.
Within
Groups
Total
I plan to purchase Between
beer (beyond
Groups
sampling).
Within
Groups
Total
-I plan to purchase Between
food.
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
Why did you visit Between
this brewery? -To Groups
buy beer.
Within
Groups
Total
To experience
Between
Kentucky beer.
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

SS

df

MS

F

p

10.473

3

3.491

1.958

.121

483.214

271

1.783

493.687

274

13.448

3

4.483

2.664

.048*

459.310

273

1.682

472.758

276

1.102

3

.367

.338

.798

294.294

271

1.086

295.396

274

5.677

3

1.892

1.021

.384

500.382

270

1.853

506.058

273

1.141

3

.380

.246

.864

416.800

270

1.544

417.942

273

5.732

3

1.911

1.735

.160

301.811

274

1.102

307.543

277
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Table 7 (continued).
What do you plan to participate
in while at this brewery?
To taste new beer. Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
To get drunk.
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
To increase my
Between
beer knowledge. Groups
Within
Groups
Total
To help bring the Between
family together
Groups
more.
Within
Groups
Total
So I can be with
Between
friends/family.
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
So I can meet
Between
people with
Groups
similar interest.
Within
Groups
Total
For food tasting.
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

SS

df

MS

F

p

6.304

3

2.101

2.185

.090

263.527

274

.962

269.831

277

31.791

3

10.59
7

6.552

.000*

439.901

272

1.617

471.692

275

8.011

3

2.670

1.854

.138

393.289

273

1.441

401.300

276

3.111

3

1.037

.564

.639

503.752

274

1.839

506.863

277

7.601

3

2.534

2.361

.072

292.977

273

1.073

300.578

276

1.795

3

.598

.362

.781

451.497

273

1.654

453.292

276

2.421

3

.807

.517

.671

426.070

273

1.561

428.491

276
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Table 7 (continued).
What do you plan to participate
in while at this brewery?
To get away for
Between
the weekend/day. Groups
Within
Groups
Total
To enjoy the
Between
entertainment.
Groups
Within
Groups
Total
To relieve stress. Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

SS

df

MS

F

p

1.977

3

.659

.380

.768

471.976

272

1.735

473.953

275

12.691

3

4.230

2.645

.050*

436.609

273

1.599

449.300

276

8.735

3

2.912

1.958

.121

407.409

274

1.487

416.144

277

This section provided data on Kentucky brewery visitors. Two demographic
variables had statistically significant results, although where the differences lie within
age groups or sex and their responses was not analyzed. The following chapter will
discuss the significance of these findings and the potential benefits for craft breweries.
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Chapter V

Discussion
According to Ibis World (“Ibisworld US Industry Outlook” n.d.), the beer industry
is expected to increase over the next five years. “Sales of craft beer have exploded in
recent years and are expected to continue experiencing steady growth moving forward”
(“Ibisworld US Products and Markets" n.d.). Kentucky’s craft beer industry can expect
growth in the coming years and can use the information in this study to try to increase
visitation to brewery sites. There are many implications for brewers and related
industries in Kentucky. This chapter will discuss the results of this study and how this
information relates to Kentucky craft breweries. Suggestions based on research findings
are provided as well as areas of future research.
Motivation
This study found Kentucky brewery visitors are not motivated to visit breweries
to get drunk or to bring the family together more. Study participants visit breweries to
buy and taste Kentucky beer and to be with friends or family. Brewery visitors in
Kentucky are more likely to be male, well educated, have higher household incomes
than the state average, visit with one to four people, and travel on average over 200
miles. This research found that buying, sampling, and tasting Kentucky beer were highly
ranked on the list of motivating factors for patrons to visit craft breweries (Table 4).
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Only sex and age had statistically significant results based on an analysis of variance on
brewery data. This study found 28% of all brewery survey respondents were not from
the city or county in which the brewery is located. Information on brewery visitors can
help guide management practices to increase the number of visitors to the brewery.
This hopefully will lead to increased revenue and brand awareness at a time when more
breweries exist in the United States than at any other time in the country’s history.
Brewery visibility and consumer awareness of the brewery brand may be important
factors as the industry moves forward.
Motivation Factors
The first objective of this study was to identify motivating factors leading to
brewery visitation by non-residents. Experiencing Kentucky beer received mean score of
1.98, based on 294 responses. This indicates that visits to Kentucky breweries are
centered on Kentucky-made beer. The statements "I plan to purchase beer (beyond
sampling)" and "to buy beer" each had means of 1.80 and 1.98, respectively, indicating
visitors' overall agreement with the statements. Visitors mostly agreed that motivation
for visiting a brewery "so [they] can be with friends/family" (M=1.88), but visitors
seemed unsure about brewery visitation being motivated "to help bring the family
together more" (M=3.33). While eating and drinking are common activities as part of a
beer drinking experience, visitors were not motivated to visit a brewery for food.
Visitors were indifferent or leaned toward disagreeing with statements about food. A
statement about eating, “I am at this brewery only to eat at their restaurant,” received a
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mean of 3.98. Disagreement with these statements could be attributed to the fact that
not all breweries had restaurants. In fact, few breweries had a restaurant, as mentioned
in the method’s section, while some had food trucks on-site or allowed patrons to have
food delivered. Breweries have a unique with potential to grow and diversify their
offerings beyond beer with food. However, further research is needed on this topic.
Through personal communication with the author, some brewery managers do not
want to have anything to do with food or to get into the food industry. This, they say,
allows them to concentrate on making good, quality beer and to leave food production
to restaurants or food trucks.
Ryan and Bauman (2016) report that in 2015 almost 33% of American adults had
a bachelor’s degree or higher. Those interested in learning new things may desire to
learn about the craft beer product and related topics, as this study found that visitors
tend to agree with the statement about wanting to increase their beer knowledge. This
could suggest that information about the brewery’s product would be well received and
that information should be made available to craft beer drinkers. Some breweries
address this by having beer information listed on their websites, social media pages, and
in the brewery taproom. Similar to winery visitors, craft brewery visitors are on average
more educated and have higher earnings. Those with higher incomes have more
disposable income that allows for selective purchasing, potentially spending more
money on higher priced, locally sourced, or craft items, such as craft beer. It follows that
breweries producing good quality beers can sell their beer at a higher price. The quality
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and price of craft beer helps set it apart from mass produced beers from mega
breweries, and craft breweries often have different styles of beer on tap.
Murray and O’Neill (2012) found the frequency of changing the craft beer
selection at food and beverage operations is a major reason that people had for visiting.
People want to experience variety in food and drink options. This study found that
offering a variety of beer types was important for craft brewery visitors, based on one of
the lowest mean scores of the survey at 1.53 (1=strongly agree, 2=agree) from 286
responses. Visitors also placed importance on breweries providing specialty beers,
indicated by a mean score of 1.64 from 285 respondents. Buying beer, tasting beer, and
experiencing Kentucky beer were also motivators for visiting a brewery. To bring the
family together more and to meet people with similar interests were not found to be
motivating factors for people visiting breweries. Visitors agreed on having an interest in
learning something new during travels (M=1.52). Since learning something new and
having a variety of types of beers are the most agreed with statements in this study, a
brewery could offer a combination of these to help motivate visitors to come to the
brewery. It follows that offering a trivia night or educational talks, not necessarily about
beer, would be a way that breweries could apply the knowledge gained here about what
brewery visitors want.
Visitors were neutral or leaned towards disagreeing with getting drunk as a
motivating factor of brewery visitation (M=3.75). This echoes what Bloom (Mintel,
2015), a Mintel Food and Drink Analyst, stated, “The appreciation of the craft nature of
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the category is evident in the fact that drinkers of craft offerings are significantly less
likely than drinkers of regular domestic beer to say the purpose of drinking is to get
drunk.” This is something Charlie Papazian, cofounder of the American Homebrewers
Association, also noticed when drinking home brewed beer, that people did not get
stupid, but happy when they drank it (Acitelli, 2013). It seems beer drinkers are not
motivated to get drunk when drinking craft beer.
Planned Experiences
Another objective of this study is to identify visitors’ planned experiences when
visiting breweries. Sampling beer, brewery tours, and purchasing food were examined
to determine planned experiences. A mean of 2.31 for beer sampling suggests visitors
mostly agree that they plan to participate in this activity. This agrees with what Selznick
(as cited in “In a craft beer boom, breweries in Kentucky lift their industry and others,”
2016), executive director of the Kentucky Guild of Brewers, said, “Craft beer drinkers
typically don’t have a single beer they always buy, as with Budweiser or Coors
drinkers…Rather, they appreciate the variety of styles. They mix six packs at the store…
And when they travel, they want to experience the local breweries.” Based on these
findings, breweries should allow and encourage beer sampling. Sampling beer could
lead to a positive visitor experience by helping people find a particular beer or beer style
they like without having to purchase a full-sized drink. Flights of beer, small, samplesized glasses filled with different beers, are another option breweries can provide to
help visitors try their beer. Visitors were unsure about planning to participate in a
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brewery tour based on a mean score of 3.04 (3=Unsure). While brewery visitors were
unsure about participating in a tour when visiting a brewery, the author proposes that
tours should still be offered. Tours could allow non-local brewery visitors to have more
brand recognition and brewery awareness after seeing the behind the scenes workings
of a brewery. More research is needed on this topic, but offering tours could help
breweries keep visitors in front of their product and in their taproom for a longer period
of time, potentially increasing sales and recognition. The mean for visitors planning to
purchase food was 2.53, indicating visitors mostly agreed with this statement, although
only two of the brewery survey sites had an on-site restaurant. Craft brewery visitors in
this study seek out local restaurants, enjoy truly local experiences, are adventurous, and
may be more likely to support adventure activities. Breweries can address this planned
activity by having a restaurant on-site, partnering with nearby restaurants, allowing
food to be delivered or brought into the brewery, or by having food trucks stationed
near the brewery. While these food and beer offerings may be different from one
brewery to the next, the author believes it would be prudent for a brewery to have
tours and food options available to brewery visitors.
Almost one in four (24.8%) non-local visitors to Kentucky breweries said visiting
the brewery was the main reason for visiting the community. Francioni (2012) found
that only 13% of North Carolina brewery visitors listed visiting a brewery as the main
reason for traveling. However, Francioni’s (2012) study included both local and out of
town visitors. The high percentage could be attributed to Kentucky's craft breweries
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attracting visitors for beer or brewery centered trips. Perhaps beer centered trips are
becoming more common nation-wide as Herz (2016) of the Brewers Association says,
“beer tourism is a big deal.” Herz (2016) goes on to say that an estimated ten million
people visited craft breweries in 2014, and the travel website Travelocity even published
a beer tourism index because of beer tourism’s popularity. The author believes this
lends credibility to the emergence of brewery centered trips and beer tourism.
Breweries should place high importance on ensuring visitors have positive experiences
while at a brewery. This puts the brewery in the best position to have word of mouth
marketing from satisfied visitors and could lead to repeat visits.
How did you hear about this brewery?
Almost half (47%) of visitors reported hearing about a brewery from friends,
family, or coworkers. This places high importance on creating a positive social
atmosphere at the brewery that will entice visitors to talk about the brewery to others.
Using the internet to find information about breweries was the next highest means used
to encounter a brewery (9%). This includes everything from social media, websites,
Google, and web browsing. Plummer et al. (2005) reported that in the year 2000, 5.9%
of visitors to Waterloo-Wellington Ale Trail learned about breweries from the internet.
The author expects this trend to continue to grow as technology use increases. Based on
personal communication with Kentucky brewery managers, social media sites are being
used as primary marketing pages with Facebook being the most used followed by
Twitter. These platforms can be cost effective and should be used by brewery managers
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to provide information about the brewery along with special events, limited release
beers, and philanthropic causes that the brewery supports. Of the participants in this
study, only 7% heard of a brewery by word of mouth compared to a majority of
respondents in Francioni’s (2012) study, and 43% of visitors in the Plummer et al. (2005)
study. The discrepancy in this study compared to others mentioned above could be due
to the fact that the author chose to incorporate friends, family, and coworkers into one
answer to account for people known to the respondent, while word of mouth responses
were counted and reported solely as word of mouth in this study. It follows that all word
of mouth responses in addition to friends, family, and coworker responses are how a
majority of visitors, 54% of respondents in this study, learned about Kentucky
breweries. Brewery managers can use the suggestions that follow to increase brewery
visitation, and managers should take note of word of mouth marketing as an important
method for how most people found out about Kentucky breweries.
Repeat Visitors
Based on the findings of this study, breweries should offer selection, seasonal,
and local beer, entertainment such as social events and activities. Many breweries are
already offering all or some of the things that people want from their brewery visit.
There are rotating taps, tap takeovers, experimental and seasonal beer offerings. Some
breweries host trivia and game nights, and live bands. Breweries are also known to give
back to their communities through sponsorships, donations, and support for charities
and organizations, which reflect positively on the brewery and could increase visitation.
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By providing events and entertainment, breweries can increase the likelihood
that customers will become repeat visitors, an outcome which establishes brand loyalty,
as discussed in the literature review. Once loyal to the brewery, Francioni (2012) states
that the consumer will become a vehicle of free, positive word of mouth advertising for
the brewery. Furnari (2015), in reporting on a Nielsen Poll on craft beer consumers,
writes that “61 percent of respondents said they would purchase more of a craft
brewers’ products after visiting the brewery.” It is estimated that more than ten million
people toured craft breweries in 2014, and more than 7% of craft beer sales by volume
take place at breweries (Herz, 2016). Therefore, breweries with taprooms could increase
their sales by persuading more people to visit the brewery. Suggestions to increase
brewery visitation based on survey data follow. One of the best options for breweries is
to provide a variety of beer types and specialty beer. Both were the highest ranked
(agreed with) statements by respondents. Other offerings should include a variety of
craft and local beer. Respondents prefer craft beer and order local beers whenever
possible. Breweries should offer opportunities for social events/gatherings as visitors
are more likely to visit with friends and family than alone. Breweries can also offer tours.
While a mean score of 3.04 (3=unsure) on “I plan to participate in a brewery tour”
suggests visitors are indifferent about going on a tour, a mean score of 1.81 (1=Strongly
Agree, 2=Agree) on “I enjoy brewery tours” suggests tours should still be offered. It
could be that visitors like tours, but after having participated in a tour once, people are
less interested in a tour on subsequent visits.
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Beer tourism could be increased by offering several avenues for social
interaction and entertainment. While white males and those with higher household
incomes make up a majority of brewery visitors and should be a primary target market,
breweries should take steps to attract others to craft beer. Results indicate that
breweries have room to increase visitor diversity by marketing to women and
minorities. To attract more women, breweries could partner with groups like the
Snobby Beer Bitches or the Pink Boots Society. Both organizations strive to get more
women involved in craft beer and help in educating the public, not just women, about
beer. Another idea to address the gap in male and female visitors would be to host
activities or social events that could attract more females to the brewery as part of a
social gathering. As the craft brewery industry considers the future, visitor profiles and
motivations will help guide brewery management to target marketing efforts in ways
that position the industry for growth and community impact.
Further research
In this research differences existed in how males and females and people of
different ages responded to motivation statements. Data suggest that people of
different ages and sexes have different motivations for visiting breweries. Finding where
these differences exist between visitor groups or demographic variables would help
provide the brewing industry with more specific information about brewery visitors.
Further research has the potential to lead to better information for more efficient
marketing.
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Results suggest visitors may purchase food at a brewery, but visitors are not
motivated to visit to taste food or to eat at the brewery’s restaurant. However, it should
be noted that several Kentucky breweries are now partnering with food trucks or brick
and mortar restaurants in brewery spaces.
This research looked at who is visiting Kentucky breweries and what motivates
them to visit. While this study concentrates on only one state, it contributes to the
growing research on breweries and brewery visitors in the United States and beer
producing countries around the world. Further research in different locations is needed
to give a better indication of how the craft beer industry is evolving globally.
Prior visits to a brewery and preferred experiences while at a brewery could
motivate beer drinkers to visit more breweries or plan trips centered around beer, as
mentioned in the literature review. Further study into how positive experiences at
breweries can motivate people to visit breweries in the future would provide another
avenue of study.
While the economic impact of brewery visitors was not a focus of this study,
there are many topics relating to the suggestions in this study that could be researched
further. The information about whether the suggestions put forth here are relevant to
all breweries and if they positively affect a brewery’s bottom line are worth considering.
An example would be to gauge how revenue changes with respect to the suggestions
above, such as seasonal or limited release beer offerings or if tours are offered at the
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brewery. Live music or special events may draw a crowd of people, but research can
provide data on if these events are financially viable offerings for the specific brewery.
Future study on how philanthropic causes and food relate to motivation could
impact the industry, as Herz (2015), of the Brewers Association, reports that craft
breweries donated over $71 million to non-profits in 2015 through donations, use of
brewery space, fundraising, and giveaways. Breweries that sponsor or host fundraisers
in partnership with charities could use this to help in their community and increase their
marketing and brand recognition at the same time. Further study of the relationship
between charitable giving and breweries could provide insight to visitors’ motivations to
visit the brewery to participate in these special events.
Beer and food are often consumed together. A Mintel (2015) report found that
“nearly half of users (47 percent) drink craft beer with a meal.” While not all breweries
have restaurants, many have partnered with restaurants or have food trucks visit on
certain nights of the week. This study asked about eating in a brewery's restaurant, but
further research could be conducted on how food trucks and food availability at the
brewery affect visitor motivation.
Brewery partnerships could also increase visitors to a brewery. In Kentucky,
some breweries have partnered with local restaurants, artists, startup businesses, and
have started running, biking, and yoga clubs that meet at the brewery. Specific
partnerships add a dimension to the brewery that has the potential to bring in more
people to visit, often with friends or as part of a group. A thorough understanding of the
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impact partnerships have on brewery visitation would provide another avenue for
future study.
Summary
Craft breweries need to continue to bring visitors into the taproom, and they can
use the findings of this study to help guide management practices. The results of this
study, while centered on Kentucky breweries, may not be applicable to every brewery in
the state. Each brewery should cater its approach to attracting repeat visitors in a way
that works for the specific brewery location and customers. While this research provides
insight into Kentucky brewery visitors’ demographics and motivations, and addressed a
gap in the literature, it is an exploratory first step. Further research needs to be
conducted to gain more information about the craft brewery visitor and the brewing
industry in the United States.
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APPENDIX A:
Brewery Visitor Survey
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Thank you for participating in this study about visitors to Kentucky breweries. If you
are 18 years of age or older, you are eligible for this study. Participation will take
between 8 -12 minutes of your time. Your responses to this survey are confidential, and
no names or other identifying information will be attached to your survey. Only the
researchers will have access to the surveys, which will be destroyed upon completion of
the study. Below is a participant information sheet. Please read through this and accept
your willingness to continue below.
Project Title: Locavore Tendencies and Community Attachments of Local Brewery
Visitors and Locavore Tendencies and Experience Preferences of Non-Local Brewery
Visitors. Investigator: Michael J. Bradley, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Recreation and
Brewery Administration, College of Health Sciences, Eastern Kentucky University.
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to gain insight as to the levels of community
attachment, brewery preferences and local purchasing motivations of Kentucky brewery
visitors.
Procedures: Participating in this study will consist of answering questions about
community attachment, local purchasing motivations, brewery preferences and
standard demographic data. Depending on your answers, there is no specified time for
completion of this online survey; however the anticipated time should not exceed
fifteen minutes.
Risks of Participation: There are no known risks associated with this project that are
greater than those encountered in daily life.
Benefits: Results from this research may be beneficial to understand the levels of
community attachment, brewery preferences, and local purchasing motivations of
Kentucky brewery visitors
Confidentiality: Your responses to the survey are confidential. No names or other
identifying information will be attached to your survey. The data will be securely stored
in a locked file cabinet in the researchers’ offices. Only the researcher will have access
to the information that is stored on an external electronic device without any identifying
information and it will be destroyed five years from completion of the study. The EKU
IRB has the authority to inspect consent records and data files to assure compliance
with approved procedures.
Contacts: Please feel free to contact the researcher if you have questions or concerns
about this research project. Michael J. Bradley, 401 Begley, Eastern Kentucky
University, 859-622-1834, michael.bradley@eku.edu.
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If you have questions about your rights as a research volunteer, you may contact the
Eastern Kentucky University Division of Sponsored Programs - Institutional Review Board
(IRB), Tiffany Hamblin, Associate Director at 521 Lancaster Avenue, Jones 414 / Coates
CPO 20, Richmond, KY 40475; (859) 622-3636 or tiffany.hamblin@eku.edu
Participant Rights: Participation in the current research activity is entirely voluntary. You
are free to decline to participate and may stop or withdraw from the activity at any
time. There is no penalty for withdrawing your participation. It is assumed that those
who agree to proceed have implied consent and will respond to a measurement scale.
By choosing to proceed, you are giving your consent to participate in this research.
Please select from the choices below.
Please note, if you are not 18 years of age or older, please do not continue with this
survey and choose the last option. Thank you.
 Yes, I agree to participate and that I recently visited a brewery in Kentucky. (1)
 No, I do not agree to participate. (2)
 No, I have not recently visited a brewery in Kentucky. (3)
 No, I am not yet 18 years of age. (4)
If No, I do not agree to parti... Is Selected, Then Skip To That is the end of the survey!
Thank ...If No, I have not recently vis... Is Selected, Then Skip To That is the end of the
survey! Thank ...If No, I am not yet 18 years o... Is Selected, Then Skip To That is the end
of the survey! Thank ...
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B1 Which Kentucky brewery did you last visit or are you visiting today?
 Country Boy (Lexington) (1)
 Ethereal (Lexington) (2)
 Alltech / Town Branch (Lexington) (3)
 West 6th (Lexington) (4)
 Blue Stallion (Lexington) (5)
 Chase (Lexington) (6)
 Braxton (Northern KY) (7)
 Ei8ht Ball (Northern KY) (8)
 Hofbrauhaus Newport (Northern KY) (9)
 Against The Grain (23)
 Falls City (Louisville) (10)
 Goodwood (Louisville) (11)
 Apocalypse Brew (Louisville) (12)
 Cumberland (Louisville) (13)
 Great Flood (Louisville) (14)
 Bluegrass (Louisville) (15)
 Rooster (Paris) (16)
 The Wrigley (Corbin) (17)
 White Squirrel (Bowling Green) (18)
 Bliss Avenue (Bowling Green) (19)
 Dry Ground (Paducah) (20)
 Beer Engine (Danville) (21)
 Other: (22) ____________________
B2 Without regard to geographic location, price, or other barriers, what is your absolute
favorite beer to drink?
 Brewery/Manufactuer: (Example: Samuel Adams) (1) ____________________
 Beer Name: (Example: Boston Lager) (2) ____________________
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B3 Are you a resident or visitor to the community? Choose Resident If - You live in the
same city or county that the brewery is in. Example: If you are visiting Blue Stallion
Brewery in Lexington, a resident would live in Lexington or Fayette County. Choose
Visitor If - You do not live in same city or county that the brewery is in. Example: If you
are visiting Blue Stallion in Lexington, but you live in outside of Lexington or Fayette
County.
 Resident (1)
 Visitor (2)
If Visitor Is Selected, Then Skip To What do you plan to participate in wh...
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R1 Below are several statements regarding your attachment to your local community.
Please read each statement carefully. For each statement, please circle the most
appropriate answer in the space provided below. Please, only mark one answer per
question.
Strongly
Agree (2)
Unsure (3)
Disagree (4) Strongly
Agree (1)
Disagree (5)
The settings





and facilities
provides by
this
community
are the best.
(1)
I prefer living 




in this
community
over other
communities.
(2)
I enjoy living





in this
community
more than
other
communities.
(3)
I feel that this 




community is
a part of me.
(4)
Living in this





community
says a lot
about who I
am. (5)
Living in this





community
means a lot
to me. (6)
I am very





attached to
this
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community.
(7)
I feel a strong 
sense of
belonging to
this
community.
(8)
Many of my

friends/family
prefer this
community
over other
communities.
(9)
I identify with 
the people
living in this
community.
(10)
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R2 Below are several statements regarding community tourism in your local community.
Please read each statement carefully. For each statement, please circle the most
appropriate answer in the space provided below. Please, only mark one answer per
question.
Strongly
Agree (2)
Unsure (3) Disagree (4) Strongly
Agree (1)
Disagree (5)
I support the





development
of
communitybased
sustainable
tourism
initiatives. (1)
I participate in 




sustainable
tourismrelated plans
and
development.
(2)
I participate in 




cultural
exchanges
between local
residents and
visitors. (3)
I cooperate





with tourism
planning and
development
initiatives. (4)
I participate in 




the promotion
of
environmental
education and
conservation.
(5)
I support





research and
development
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for the
sustainability
of this
community.
(6)

R3 Would you consider yourself actively involved or not actively involved in your local
community?
 Actively Involved (1)
 Not Actively Involved (2)
 Do Not Record (3)
If Actively Involved Is Selected, Then Skip To Below are several statements regardin...If
Not Actively Involved Is Selected, Then Skip To Below are several statements
regardin...If Do Not Record Is Selected, Then Skip To Below are several statements
regardin...
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V1 What do you plan to participate in while at this brewery? Please read each
statement carefully. For each statement, please circle the most appropriate answer in
the space provided below. Please, only mark one answer per question.
Strongly
Agree (2)
Unsure (3)
Disagree (4) Strongly
Agree (1)
Disagree (5)
I plan to





participate
in a brewery
tour. (1)
I plan to





participate
in beer
sampling. (2)
I plan to





purchase
beer
(beyond
sampling).
(3)
I plan to





purchase
food. (4)

V2 Why did you visit this brewery? Please read each statement carefully. For each
statement, please circle the most appropriate answer in the space provided below.
Please, only mark one answer per question.
Strongly
Agree (2)
Unsure (3) Disagree (4) Strongly
Agree (1)
Disagree (5)
To buy beer.





(1)
To experience 




Kentucky beer.
(2)
To taste new





beer. (3)
To get drunk.





(4)
To increase my 




beer
knowledge. (5)
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To help bring
the family
together
more. (6)
So I can be
with
friends/family.
(7)
So I can meet
people with
similar
interest. (8)
For food
tasting. (9)
To get away
for the
weekend/day.
(10)
To enjoy the
entertainment.
(11)
To relieve
stress. (12)
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V3 Are you staying overnight on this visit?
 No (1)
 Yes If yes, how many nights? (2) ____________________
V4 Is visiting this brewery your main reason for visiting the community/city?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
V5 How many people are in your group that are also visiting the brewery on this visit?If
you are by yourself, please use 0 (zero).If you are with your spouse/partner, please use
1 (one).
V6 How did you hear about the brewery you are visiting today?
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V7 Why did you visit this brewery? Please read each statement carefully. For each
statement, please circle the most appropriate answer in the space provided below.
Please, only mark one answer per question.
Strongly
Agree (2)
Unsure or
Disagree (4) Strongly
Agree (1)
Not
Disagree (5)
Applicable
(3)
I enjoy





brewery
tours. (1)
It important





for the
brewery to
provide a
variety of
beer types
(e.g., amber,
porter, IPA,
stouts, etc.)
(2)
It is





important for
breweries to
provide
specialty
beer (e.g.,
seasonal
beer). (3)
The location 




of the
brewery is
important.
(4)
I will drive





more than an
hour to visit a
brewery. (5)
I prefer craft 




beer over big
name beer.
(6)
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I order local
craft beer
whenever I
can. (7)
I enjoy
touring beer
routes/trails,
if available.
(8)
Merchandise
is important
for breweries
to offer. (9)
I am at this
brewery only
to eat at their
restaurant.
(10)
I do not like
to travel. (11)
I enjoy a true
local
experience
(e.g., local
culture). (12)
I seek out
local
restaurants
(i.e., nonchain
restaurants).
(13)
During my
travels, I am
always
interested in
learning
something
new. (14)
Before
traveling, I
spend a lot of
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time
searching for
information
of where I
am traveling.
(15)
I like
destinations
with a variety
of activities
and
attractions.
(16)
When visiting
a new place, I
prefer to use
tour guides.
(17)
I like to be
close to
nature when
t raveling on
leisure trips.
(18)
For me,
travel means
to experience
a new and
different
lifestyle. (19)
I enjoy
adventurous
activities.
(20)
I consider
myself a
regular to
this brewery.
(21)
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B4 Below are several statements regarding your motivations for purchasing local foods
in your local community. Please consider each statement carefully. For each statement,
please select the most appropriate answer in the space provided to the right. Please,
only mark one answer per question.
Strongly
Agree (2)
Unsure (3) Disagree (4) Strongly
Agree (1)
Disagree (5)
Local food is a





healthier
option. (1)
I like the idea of 




supporting my
local farmers
and ranchers.
(2)
Buying local





reduces my
carbon
footprint by
decreasing
emissions
produce by a
supply chain. (3)
Locally grown





food tastes
better. (4)
Locally grown





food is
raised/grown
humanely. (5)
Local food will





be better for
me, free from
antibiotics,
hormones,
pesticides,
chemicals, etc.
(6)
Local food





purchases have
a positive effect
on my local
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agricultural
community. (7)
Buying local

food is
environmentally
responsible. (8)
Locally

raised/grown
food has
superior flavor.
(9)
Smaller, local

produces treat
their
plants/livestock
better than
larger
producers. (10)
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B5 Below are several statements regarding your barriers for purchasing local foods in
your local community. Please consider each statement carefully. For each statement,
please select the most appropriate answer in the space provided to the right. Please,
only mark one answer per question.
Strongly
Agree (2)
Unsure (3) Disagree (4) Strongly
Agree (1)
Disagree (5)
Local food is





more
expensive. (1)
Buying local





food is
inconvenient.
(2)
Local foods





lack
labels/labeling.
(3)
Local foods





have
inconsistent
quality. (4)
I desire better 




food products
than I can get
locally. (5)
I can get a





better price
through
larger/national
brands. (6)
Finding a





quality local
producer can
be difficult. (7)
I am more





confident with
a brand name
product. (8)
With local





foods, I am not
sure what I am
getting. (9)
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I desire
specific food
products
which may not
be offered
locally. (10)
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B6 Which Kentucky breweries do you plan to visit in the next year? Please select ALL
that apply!
 Country Boy (Lexington) (1)
 Ethereal (Lexington) (2)
 Alltech / Town Branch (Lexington) (3)
 West 6th (Lexington) (4)
 Blue Stallion (Lexington) (5)
 Chase (Lexington) (6)
 Braxton (Northern KY) (7)
 Ei8ht Ball (Northern KY) (8)
 Hofbrauhaus Newport (Northern KY) (9)
 Falls City (Louisville) (10)
 Goodwood (Louisville) (11)
 Apocalypse Brew (Louisville) (12)
 Cumberland (Louisville) (13)
 Great Flood (Louisville) (14)
 Bluegrass (Louisville) (15)
 Rooster (Paris) (16)
 The Wrigley (Corbin) (17)
 White Squirrel (Bowling Green) (18)
 Bliss Avenue (Bowling Green) (19)
 Dry Ground (Paducah) (20)
 Beer Engine (Danville) (21)
 Other: (22) ____________________
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B7 How long has it been (in years) since you first visited this brewery (where you are
today)?If this is your first time visiting, please use zero (0).
B8 How many miles (one way) is it from your home to the brewery you visited today?
B9 How many times per year do you visit this brewery (where you are today)?If this is
your first time visiting, please select zero (0).
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B10 Please select your highest level of education attained:
 Less than high school (1)
 High school diploma or equivalent (2)
 Trade, tech, or vo-tech (3)
 Some college (4)
 Associate's Degree (5)
 Bachelor's Degree (6)
 Master's Degree (7)
 Professional Degree (8)
 Medical Degree (9)
 Doctoral Degree (10)
B11 What is your age?
B12 Which sex best presents you?
 Male (1)
 Female (2)
 Other (3)
 Do Not Disclose (4)
B13 Please select your primary race:
 White/Caucasian (1)
 Black/African American (2)
 American Indian/Alaska Native (3)
 Asian or Indian (4)
 Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander (5)
 Mixed Race (6)
 More Than Two Races (7)
 Other (please provide): (8) ____________________
B14 What is the annual income for your entire household?
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B15 Are you a brewery patron (guest) or employee?
 Patron (1)
 Employee (2)
That is the end of the survey! Thank you for your participation. If you have any other
questions, feel free to contact michael.bradley@eku.edu. Again, thank you for your
time, it is much appreciated!
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